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INDUCTION MACHINE DIAGNOSTICS BASED ON FFT ANALYSIS
OF CURRENT SPACE VECTOR
Abstract: FFT analysis of one of the stator currents has become a standard procedure for diagnosing the state
of an induction machine. In this procedure the harmonics are all as if positive. However, if the stator currents
are aggregated to a space vector, a direction of rotation of complex harmonics is determinable. The sign of
a harmonic conveys additional information, important for diagnostic purposses.
The paper presents analyses of calculated currents, based on an FFT algorithm for two currents. As, typically,
a machine is fed through three cables, two currents are sufficient to establish a space vector of stator currents.
The space vector is a complex quantity which can be put into an FFT analysis. A developed software is fitted
with graphical interface. Unlike traditional display, separate amplitudes of harmonics are displayed above and
below a horizontal frequency axis. The harmonics rotating in positive direction are displayed above, and the
others below the frequency axis. The software automatically indicates zones where the slot harmonics are
expected. The algorithm for this is based on a specific harmonic balance model. Based on the frequency of
a slot harmonic, the rotor speed is determined. Preliminary analyses are uncluded.

1. Introduction

2. Space vector of stator currents

The so called Current Signature Analysis [1],
based on analysis of one current, has now
become a standard in motor diagnostics.
However, the current harmonics are deprived
of one of a very important attribute: they are
sign agnostic, i.e. they are always as if positive.
But if all stator currents are considered, and if
they are aggregated to a space vector, being
a complex quantity, the direction of rotation of
a complex harmonic can be determined. That
could be of some importance for proper
diagnosis in more complex cases, met in real
industrial diagnoses. The paper presents
a software accomplishing an FFT algorithm for
two currents. As, typically, a machine is fed
through three cables, without neutral, two
currents allow establishing a space vector of
stator currents. This complex quantity
undergoes FFT analysis, always carried out in
a complex domain. The software was developed
in one of the contemporary programming
environments, in a C# language. The developed
software Sp2ph is fitted with a graphical
interface. Unlike traditional display, separate
amplitudes of the harmonics are displayed
above and below the horizontal frequency axis.
The harmonics rotating in positive direction are
displayed above, and the others below the x
axis. The software automatically indicates
zones where slot harmonics are to be looked
for. This was accomplished via making use of
a specific form of the harmonic balance model.
The paper contains preliminary examples of
applications of the developed software.

If instant currents, flowing through stator phases, are i1, i2, i3, then the space vector is

(1)
where a = exp(j2π/3).
For a typical three-phase supply, without neutral conductor, the sum of all three currents
vanish. Hence
(2)
Recognizing (2) in (1) the real and imaginary
parts of a space vector are:
(3)

,
,

2

/√3

(4)

As input currents i1 and i2 are sequences of
samples, taken at the same time instants, also
the real and imaginary parts (3) and (4) are
sequences of, say, N samples. In accordance
with Shanon’s theorem, the sampling apparatus
must include an anti-aliasing filter rejecting
harmonics of orders higher or equal to N/2. The
FFT algorithm requires that the number of
samples N is a power of two. It can be taken
e.g. from [2]. As, generally, N samples do not
cover exactly an integer number of periods of
currents, current samples must be multiplied by
e.g. Hann window function. The FFT algorithm
transforms N samples (3) and (4) into N complex numbers. In the case of classical Current
Signature Analysis, based on a single current,
the components resulting from the FFT algo-
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rithm, the order of which is higher than N/2, are
complex conjugate to appropriate harmonics of
orders lower than N/2. Hence, they do not convey any new information. This, however, is no
longer the case if the input signal is complex, as
is a space vector in (1). In fact a harmonic of
the order of N-µ (after FFT analysis) rotates
with exactly the same speed as does the harmonic of the order µ, except that it rotates in
opposite direction. If the sequence of input currents i1 and i2 is such that i1 leads i2, then the
fundamental harmonic rotates forward. If it is
not the case, current i2 should be considered as
i1 and vice versa. Such obvious change is included in the developed software, used in the
analyses further down.

1
(5)
3
0
2
Equation (5) is to be understood in a following
manner. One looks for the smallest natural
number h fulfilling (5) for either 1, or 0, or 2
from the curly brackets. This value of h coincides with the value of the mShi index. If the
above fulfillment takes place for 1, from the
curly brackets, the sequence index Si = 012, if
for 0 the Si = 111, and if for 2 the Si = 210.
For Si = 012 the sequence of symmetrical components of stator current higher harmonics, in
equations of the specific harmonic balance
model, is:

3. Harmonic balance model
Application of a harmonic balance model [3]
for direct calculation of amplitudes of separate
harmonics, though possible [4], is not practical,
mainly due to the fact that strict constancy of
rotor speed leads to overestimation of the amplitudes of calculated harmonics. It, however,
can constitute a starting point for deriving
a specific harmonic balance model [1,5]. The
assumptions for the latter one are:







the three-phase stator winding is symmetrical, without parallel branches,
the air-gap is uniform: there is neither
static nor dynamic eccentricity,
the slot dents are of no meaning,
the cage is symmetric,
the iron is of infinitely high permeance,
the shaft flux vanish.

Despite that none of the machines fulfills
these rather strong assumptions, the model
proved to be very fruitful in diagnosing even
big power machines run in the industry [6]. It
allows to foresee the value of the so called
main slot harmonic index mShi, also referred
to as a parameter h, indicating a zone where
the main slot harmonic is to be looked for.
The specific harmonic balance model also
allows establishing of the so called sequence
index Si, also referred to as a category, indicating the sequence of symmetrical components of higher harmonics. Both, the mShi
and Si indexes result from one, rather simple,
equation (5), derived in [1] and [5], with p
meaning the number of pole-pairs and Nr the
number of rotor slots.

,

(6)

,
,

For Si= 111 this sequence is:
,

(7)

,
,

For Si= 210 this sequence is:
,

(8)

,
,

In (6) to (8), out of an infinite number of symmetrical components of higher harmonics, only
the three central ones are explicitly exposed.
The superscripts are indexes of symmetrical
components. The subscripts determine the
speed of rotation of separate symmetrical components, of higher harmonics. For example, the
subscript 1,hNr in (6) determines the angular
speed ωh of rotation of a complex higher harmonic:
1

(9)

where
ωe = 2πfL, fL = 50 Hz, is a power supply frequency,
Ωm – is a mechanical speed, in rad/s.
Formulas (6) to (8) determine the layout of
a specific harmonic balance model. However,
for further analysis, of importance are the following notes:
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The top and
a the botto
om harmoniics in
(6) to (8) constitute pairs
p
of mainn slot
harmonics. They occurr in slot zonees determined by
b mShi = h.
If a top or a bottom harrmonic contriibutes
to a zero orr homo-polar symmetrical component, it must
m vanish, if there is noo neutral conducctor. Hence, in
n cases (6) annd (8)
only one main
m slot harm
monic remains.
The distannce between
n absolute vvalues
of speeds of both maiin slot harm
monics
is 2fL, if booth exist.
If, as a resuult of FFT an
nalysis, the aangular frequenncy ωh, of a given harm
monic,
is known, equation (9) allows deterrmining a mechhanical speed
d Ωm.

,

1∓2

3

(10)

wh
here the slip s is:
/

(11)

Fo
ormula (10) is used in the develop
ped softwaare to generate a hint fo
for potential location
of the diagno
ostic componnents, charaacteristic
forr cage asym
mmetry. Hoowever, cag
ge asymmeetry is not a subject of ppresent contrribution.

4. Centric suspension off rotor
Fig
g. 1 shows a spectrum of stator a currents
spaace vector. It, as well as all otherr figures,
reffers to a 132
2 kW cage iinduction mo
otor. The
nu
umber of stattor slots wass Ns = 72 an
nd that of
thee rotor was Nr = 56.

ncies of thee two
Given fL and Ωm, the frequen
ompanying cage
diagnoostic compoonents, acco
asymm
metry, are [7]]:

Fig. 1. Stator curreents and specctrum of a cuurrent space vector for stteady-state innterval. Centric suspensioon of the rotoor.
The staator windingg had two paarallel branchhes in
each phase. The calculation
ns were acccomplishedd with account for slotting and paarallel
branchhes. In next paragraphs
p
also
a eccentri cities
are takken into accoount. Saturattion was acc ounted for only througgh fictitious magnificatioon of
the airr-gap length (thickness), depending oon the
magnittude of the supply currrents, relateed to
nominal currents. The supply voltage of 1000
volts w
was assumedd to consist of a fundam
mental
50 Hz harmonic plus
p
third, fifth
f
and sevventh
higherr harmonics. To depict ty
ypical powerr supply conditions the fifth harmonic was assuumed
to connstitute a neggative sequence. In the spectrum, the fundam
mental 50 Hz
H harmoniic is
markedd with biggger square an
nd the mainn slot

harrmonic with smaller squuare. The callculations
encompass bo
oth the startt up and th
he steady
staate. The startt up intervall is here meaaningless.
Th
he long enough steady staate interval guarantee
g
exttinguishing of all transieent componeents. The
tim
me interval of
o currents, rreally FFT analyzed,
a
is plotted in bold.
b
Frequenncy of the main
m
slot
1
Hz. Itss location is indicated
harrmonic is 1433
by
y a downward
d directed brroad bar. Lo
ocation of
thiis bar results from a sppecific harmonic balance model. The
T negative rotation of the main
slo
ot harmonic, foreseen byy a specific harmonic
h
balance model, is confirmeed by the FF
FT analysiss of a current space veector. Thank
ks to this
mo
odel, the slo
ot harmonic was not miixed with

4
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534 Hz, alsoo prethe onne of the freqquency of 15
sent inn Fig. 1.

5. Staatic eccentricity
Fig. 2 shows a speectrum of a current
c
spacee vector forr a motor the rotor of whiich is afflicteed by
a staticc eccentricitty of 90% off the geomeetrical
air-gapp length (thickness). In the
t spectrum
m, the
harmonnics already present in Fig.
F 1, are fluushed
to the top rim of the
t spectral field.
f
A new
w har-

onic, of the frequency oof 1333 Hz, is shown
mo
con
nspicuously lower. It iss located in
n the left
sub
bzone of the main slot harmonic zone,
z
encompassing left and rightt slot subzon
nes, as it
waas discussed in the thirdd paragraph. Its locatio
on, for staticc eccentricityy, was alreaady foreseeen in [6]. Itss amplitude iis rather smaall due to
thee parallel brranches alloowing for equalizing
currrents.

Fig. 2. Stator curreents and specctrum of a cuurrent space vector for stteady-state innterval. Statiic eccentricity of 90% of aiir-gap.

6. Dyn
namic ecceentricity
Fig. 3 shows a cuurrent space vector specctrum
for a m
motor with dynamic
d
ecccentricity of 90%
of the geometrical air-gap leng
gth. The harm
rmonf dynamicc eccentricityy are
ics characteristic for
displayyed lower thhan those already presennt by
lack oof eccentriccity. Their frequenciess are
99.33 H
Hz and 13883 Hz. The former valuue is

on
nly an approximation off 100 Hz, as a frequ
uency resoluttion, due to tthe length off the FFT
analyzed time interval, iss about 0.5 Hz. The
he 100 Hzz componentt was alpreesence of th
reaady reported
d in [8]. Thee here presen
nted FFT
analysis reveaaled that thee 100 Hz co
omponent
rottates in negattive directionn.

Fig. 3. Stator curreents and specctrum of a cuurrent space vector for stteady-state innterval. Dynamic
eccenttricity of 90%
% of air-gap.
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7. Mixxed eccentrricity: statiic + dynam ic
Fig. 4 shows a speectrum of a current
c
spacee vector forr a motor the rotor of whiich is afflicteed by
both thhe static andd dynamic ecccentricities, both
of 45% of the geometricall air-gap leength
(thicknness). The leeft subzone does not coontain
a harm
monic characteristic for a static eccenntricity. Acctually, the amplitude of
o this harm
monic
falls beelow the acccounted for limit
l
of 90 dBs.
Around a fundameental 50 Hz harmonic
h
a paair of
the soo called rotaational harm
monics appeeared.
Similaar pair of rootational harrmonics appeeared
aroundd a main slott harmonic. Their
T
frequeencies
are 25.18 Hz and 74.62
7
Hz in the
t first casee, and
9 Hz and 1458 Hz in the second.. The
1409
rotatioonal harmoniics are thosee whose freqquencies diiffer by a rotational speeed of a rotorr (expressedd in revoluutions per seecond) from
m the
frequenncy of the harmonic
h
giving raise too the
pair of rotational harmonics under consiideration. H
Here, both in the fundaamental harm
monic
range and in the slot harmonicc range, onlyy one

5

nal harmoniccs is present. Howevparre of rotation
er,, there are caases where allso higher orrder rotatio
onal harmoniics can occuur [6]. To bee noted is
thaat the direction of rotatioon of these harmonics
h
coincide with that
t of a harm
rmonic giving
g raise to
monics. Thee 100 Hz harmonic
h
rottational harm
in Fig. 4 diminished its vaalue, as the dynamic
ecccentricity is now smalleer than that in
i Fig. 3.
Ho
owever, the most
m charactteristic thing referring
to a mixed eccentricity iss that its speectrum is
no
ot just a supeerposition off the spectraa for solo
staatic and solo dynamicc eccentricitties. The
miixed eccentrricity is acccompanied by
b totally
new
w harmoniccs, that is bby the just discussed
d
rottational harm
monics. Hennce, the beh
havior of
thee static and dynamic
d
ecceentricities is multiplicattive, and nott additive. Iff one of thesse eccentriccities vanish
h, vanish alsso all rotatio
onal harmo
onics, if, of course,
c
they are not geneerated by
som
me other phenomenon, ssuch as torqu
ue pulsatio
on [6].

Fig. 4. Stator curreents and specctrum of a cuurrent space vector for stteady-state innterval. Mixeed ec4
of air-ggap.
centriccity: static ecccentricity off 45%, plus ddynamic ecceentricity of 45%,

8. Inteerface of Spp2ph
Fig. 5 shows a scrreenshot with
h graphical iinterface oof the developed softw
ware Sp2ph. The
elemennts of the intterface allow
w to recognizze all
the inpput parameteers indispenssable to carry
ry out
the tw
wo-current baased FFT an
nalysis. The main
inform
mation displaayed in the to
op strip is a qualified nname of the file contain
ning current samples. The secondd strip con
ntains the vvalue

65536 being the num
mber samplees selected for FFT analysis. A sepparate value of 0 is a
zerro-based ind
dex of a colu
lumn with tiime samplees. The sepaarate values of 1 and 2 indicate
thaat the column of index 1 contains saamples of
current i1, leaading currennt i2. The th
hird strip
contains a quaalified namee of a datab
base file,
containing num
mbers of poole pairs and
d of rotor
slo
ots, of various machiness, of which the one,
thee 45/132 kW
W have been sselected.
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6

ped softwaree Sp2ph for FFT
F based diiagnostics off induction machines.
m
Fig. 55. Interface of the develop

9. Con
nclusions
 Thhe proposedd FFT analysis of a statorr curreents space veector deliverrs informatioon on
thhe direction of rotation of separate compllex, higher harmonics.
h
 Sppecific harm
monic balance model rem
moves
am
mbiguity byy decision making
m
on w
which
haarmonic is thhe slot one.
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